The Age of Now
Creating real-time customer experiences
Organisations think they know customers well, but could be collecting
a lot more data & doing more segmentation

7 in 10

Less than a third

of relevant data available
is being collected to
inform real-time decisions;
less than a quarter being
used in segmentation

Organisations claim to
know their customers

“very well”

(like a “friend or family member”)

Many claim to communicate in real time (e.g. offers) but only minority
can do so effectively or adjust communications in real time

42%
Less than 1 in 5 (16%)

68%
A quarter (27%)

Around 4 in 10 organisations claim to
be able to communicate with customers
via multiple channels based on real-time
information in a joined-up way (42%),
but 7 out of 10 still need element of
human interaction in process (68%)

organisations can adjust
marketing communications in
real-time based on customer
insights and/or external
factors that influence mood

claim to be able to
target a segment of
one in real-time

A missed opportunity for many
When asked about financial benefit
of real-time customer targeting and
engagement, over half said
revenues would increase by at least
10%; 1 in 5 expect revenues could
jump by as much as 20-40%

While half reported budget
constraints (53%) as a key
obstacle to extracting insights
in real-time, investment may
not be holding back lots of
other organisations (47%)

Artificial Intelligence is needed to do real-time effectively
Nearly 8 out of 10
organisations are using
AI to some degree

Those not using AI
plan to do so within
next 2 years

Over half have multiple
concerns towards taking
AI to the next level

66%

55%

46%

Lack of
skills

Proving
ROI

Marketing not
ready for AI

There are a range of barriers to adoption of
effective real-time communications
53%

Budget constraints

40%

Data security
Out-of-date systems

30%

Regulation/GDPR

30%
23%

Internal politics

46%

Unaligned KPI's
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Retailers lead the way but have most to gain from real-time

Retailers and telcos
collect most information
on customers; energy
providers collect the least

20-25%

Retail, banking, media and
government sectors are ahead
of the rest: around a third of
are capitalising on this data

of businesses use basic
customer data – contact details,
demographics & location

52

%

Retailers more
inclined to capture
past purchasing
behaviour...

42

%

...are better at knowing
customers’ preferred
brands and likes and
dislikes online...

38

%

Telcos are ahead of the
curve when it comes to
knowing customers’
browsing behaviour

36

%

...as well as
shopping habits

38

%

More government
organisations
garner lifestyle and
culture data

About the research
SAS commissioned Coleman Parkes Research to survey 350 heads of
marketing, customer service, digital and data across the UK
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